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The
Lotos-eaters
and the
UK Election

T

he United Kingdom European Union membership
referendum took place in
the United Kingdom and Gibraltar
on 23 June 2016. The Result was
17,410,742 votes [51.9%] for Leave and 16,141,241 votes [48.1%]
for Remain. The Pound crashed.
Prime Minister David Cameron
resigned by July that Year.
PM Theresa May stepped in
but threw in the Towel three
years later and now Boris Johnson is Prime Minister and leading
the Charge towards an election

on Tuesday 12th December
where Boris is seeking a decisive
Mandate against Jeremy Corbyn.
“Courage!” he said, and pointed
toward the land,
“This mounting wave will roll us
shoreward soon.”
The Lotos-eaters is a Poem by
Lord Tennyson
In ‘’The Lotos-Eaters’’, The
Brother Mariners lose themselves
‘’There is sweet music here
that softer falls Than petals from
blown roses on the grass, Or night-dews on still waters between
walls’’
and it certainly is as if the
the mighty United Kingdom has
lost itself in a Brexit reverie for
more than three years now just
like those Mariners did in ‘’The
Lotos-Eaters’’ The cold blade of
logic has been blunted by information warfare struggles.
The US officer assigned to the
deputy chief of staff (Intelligence), charged with defining the
future of warfare, wrote “One
of the defining bifurcations of
the future will be the conflict
between information masters and
information victims.”
This information warfare will
not be couched in the rationale of
geopolitics, the author suggests
in the US army war college quar-

terly 1997. but will be “spawned” - like any Hollywood drama
- out of raw emotions. “Hatred,
jealousy, and greed - emotions,
rather than strategy - will set the
terms of [information warfare]
struggles”.
So here we are. Both Protagonists Boris and Jeremy are
promising Heaven on Earth.
“It would be optimistic to
assume that the previously
cohesive, predictable approach
to legislation and policymaking
in the UK will return once Brexit
is no longer a contentious issue,
however that is achieved,” the
ratings agency Moodys said.
Moody’s said Britain’s 1.8
trillion pounds ($2.30 trillion) of
public debt - more than 80% of
annual economic output - risked
rising again and the economy
could be “more susceptible to
shocks than previously assumed.”
Both of the main political parties have promised big spending
increases ahead of next month’s
election.
“In the current political climate,
Moody’s sees no meaningful
pressure for debt-reducing fiscal
policies,” the ratings agency said.
Moody’s said the “increasing
inertia and, at times, paralysis that has characterized the

Brexit-era policymaking process”
showed how the UK’s institutional
framework has diminished.
Moody’s, which stripped the
country of its AAA rating in 2013
and downgraded it again in 2017,
said it was lowering the outlook
on Britain’s current Aa2 rating to
negative from stable, meaning
the rating could be cut again.
This is a ‘’Never-Neverland’’
World.
Boris Johnson and the Conservatives are in the Lead in most
of the Polls and the Brexiteer
Nigel Farage has seemingly stood
down with no doubt promises
of a Peerage. Jeremy Corbyn is
however a formidable Campaigner and You will recall Theresa
May was a Shoe-in supposedly.
Of course, Corbyn’s economic
policies are a Nicolas Maduro
redux and if he shuts down all the
Public Schools [which, of course,
are private] in a fit of pique, International money which in fact put
the Great in Great Britain will fly
off in a blink of an eye.
And on top of all that You have
Donald Trump turning up a day or
so before the election just in time
to give Corbyn an almighty boost
because in reality the UK electorate see Trump as an ‘’Oaf’’
Meanwhile, lurking behind the
curtain stage left are the likes

of US businesswoman Jennifer
Arcuri [who] has accused Boris
Johnson of brutally casting her
aside “like some one-night
stand” and leaving her “heartbroken” since he became prime
minister and the controversy
over their four-year relationship
became public.
“I’ve kept your secrets, and
I’ve been your friend. And I don’t
understand why you’ve blocked
me and ignored me as if I was
some fleeting one-night stand or
some girl that you picked up at
a bar because I wasn’t - and you
know that.
And I’m terribly heartbroken by
the way that you have cast me
aside like I am some gremlin ... He
should know me well enough to
know who I am ... Shame on him
for not answering the phone.”
The Pound has risen from multi
years lows like a Phoenix and has
room to rally further specially if
Bojo builds a big lead. UK Gilts are
a Sell.
Everything pivots on whether
there is a clean and clear outcome. Its very fluid and another
hung Parliament is not to be ruled
out especially if Corbyn re ignites
a ‘’Youthquake’’.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst
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Treasury hits 30% of 2019/20
revenue target in four months
The current year’s budget statement targeted an estimate of Sh2.59 trillion

ELIZABETH KIVUVA
@elizabethkivuva

The government’s revenue and net
exchequer issues in the first four
months of financial year 2019/2020
reached Sh803.12 billion, equal to
30.9 per cent of the target of the
current fiscal year.
The current year’s budget statement quoted an estimate of Sh2.59
trillion from tax receipts, loans and
grants to finance the year’s spendings.
However, in a gazette notice by the
finance ministry, the report for the
revenue figures from July to October
may indicate the pressure to keep
with the set targets through taxes
and borrowing for the remaining
two-thirds of the year.
Kenya Revenue Authority has
collected so far collected Sh498.31
billion in the period, about 27.5 per
cent of Sh1.8 trillion receipts to the
end of the year. Loans from a foreign
government and international organisations were registered at Sh6.34
billion, 9.72 per cent of an estimate
of Sh65.24 billion while grants to the
country were Sh5.11 billion ( 35.3 per
cent) against Sh14.47 billion.

The fiscal performance in the period may indicate a trailing budget
deficit and awaiting debt accumulation if the tax authority fails to raise
the revenue forcing the government
to borrow. In the last financial year
ending June 2019, the fiscal performance was below target on account
of revenue shortfalls and rising expenditure pressures, that saw the
Treasury issue new expenditure
controls on the ballooning debt.
The policy measures include rationalization on foreign and domestic
travel, hospitality, training, communication supplies, printing and
advertising, purchase of furniture,
office and general supplies.
This also included use of government vehicles especially high fuel
capacity cars and the size of government delegation in meetings outside
the country.
National Treasury Cabinet Secretary Ukur Yatani has also said the
government would retire all the
commercials loans in a move to
maintain the public debt and ensure it does not soar to higher levels.
The total debt as at September was
Sh5.968 trillion.
CS Yatani said the government will
now focus on multilateral loans with
lower interest rates to finance capital
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expenditures, over the commercial
loans with interest rates of between
eight to nine per cent. In the notice,
commercial loans were projected
at Sh200 billion in the year but no
receipts have been received yet in
the period.
This will mean that an increase
in pressure to seek more funding to
cover planned budget expenditure

for the rest of the year.
Even so, data on Kenya’s external
loans show that the country holds a
total of 12 commercial loans valued
at Sh1.003 trillion priced at between
one and 9.4 per cent annually, averaging 4.86 per cent.
The total unspent balances held by
the Treasury total to Sh2.21 billion
in the four months.

HOW TO
RESPOND TO A
SURPRISE IN A
NEGOTIATION
When you’re caught off
guard in a negotiation, it’s
normal to freeze up. After
all, you weren’t prepared
for your counterpart to
change the deadline, take
back a promise, or deliver an
ultimatum. If this happens to
you, try to avoid immediately
jumping to a conclusion.
Instead, suspend judgement,
consider “I wonder what led
them to say that,” and then
ask at least one question.
For example, if an employee
unexpectedly demands a
raise by saying, “I’ve been
undervalued for too long,”
try not to shut down the
request, even if you think it’s
off base. Ask something like:
“Can you walk me through
your thinking? What would
getting a raise mean to you
personally?” This kind of
questioning might surface
the employee’s real need —
perhaps, to be seen as an
important contributor — and
then you could negotiate
an adjustment around the
employee’s visibility rather
than their pay.

